“One of the great requisites of healing, blessed ones, is for the individual who is to receive the
healing to make the necessary call for himself, which compels the answer from the octaves of
Light. An intense action, then, does come forth when an individual will faithfully make the call
for his own healing. . . .”
-
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Archangel Raphael

I
PRAISE AND PRAYER TO LORD KRISHNA
Leader:
Let us now invoke the electronic presence of Beloved Krishna as we faithfully make the call for our own healing. .
Together…..
O Blessed LORD Krishna….Come!
Come! Into my life,…my mind,… my body,… my soul….
Let me become one with Thy Electronic Presence.
O adorable Krishna!
Healer of all sorrows!
Show me thyself.
Let my longing eyes behold thy form.
Open a highway of love to your heart, and be the Lord and Savior
Of my inner child, inner adult and inner being!
Point me to my dharma!
Beloved Krishna!
Be kind unto me, O Lord!
Remove my delusion.
I am a servant unto thee.
O blessed Krishna!
Fill me with pure love.
Let my ears hear thy flute—
That I may become like Krishna’s flute—
An instrument for the melody of divine song…
Let the sonorous music from your flute dispel all sorrows,
Even the sorrow of the saints.
Teach me how to remove all decrepitude of disease,
Old age or accident in my four lower bodies!
Remove the cause of outer wrong conditions
Of disease and limitations.
Play the divine music of the spheres into my soul…
Creating those divine promptings which alone can melt the heart,
Erase the sense of separateness and merge the lover with the beloved,
The worshipper with his God.
Clothe me with the healing power that is answered instantly!
O adorable Krishna!
Thou art the only Truth!
May I see through your eyes, hear through your ears and know through your heart…
That I may vibrate at such a high frequency
That my absorption with the infinite becomes inevitable…
That I may recognize in my heart and in every cell of my being, the spark of divinity…
That I may see through my temporary role in this grand play and know that I am really an eternal soul—and that
I am perfect, as I AM…
That I may have the courage to live as a witnessing consciousness,
Disabused, finally, of my illusions as a doer.
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II
EXPANDING THE LIGHT WITHIN THE CHAKRAS

Leader:
We will now chant the seed syllables for each of the chakras to expand the light in each chakra and tone with each other.
Each seed syllable needs to be chanted many times to expand the light within. Together…..

AIM
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(33x – 144x)

GLOUM

(33x – 144x)

HRIM

(33x – 144x)

KLIM

(33x – 144x)

SOU HU

(33x – 144x)

SHRIM

(33x – 144x)

AUM

(33x – 144x)

III
PETITION FOR LORD KRISHNA’S HEALING DISPENSATION

Leader:
We will now ask Krishna to help heal our inner child:
Visualize Krishna’s Presence over you at the age when you experienced any emotional trauma, physical pain, mental pain,
from this or a previous lifetime. Assess the age you were at the moment of the trauma. You can ask for these events in your
life to pass before your third eye like slides moving across a screen or even a motion picture.
Then, visualize Lord Krishna at that age—six months old, six years old, twelve years old, fifty years old—and see him
standing over you and over the entire situation.
If there are other figures in this scene through whom the pain has come, see the Presence of Lord Krishna around them
also.
Pour such love to Lord Krishna that he is taking your love, multiplying it through his heart, passing it back through you
and transmuting that scene and that record. Let this event pass before your third eye like slides moving across a screen or
motion picture.
And let all involved be healed now and forever; establishing righteousness once again in your soul!
As you see Lord Krishna superimposed over every party to the problem, to the anger, to the burden, affirm in your heart as
I give the following prayer that there really is no Reality but God. Only God is Real, and God is placing his Presence over
that situation through the personification of himself in Lord Krishna:

Blessed Krishna, Thou the incarnation of Vishnu!
We petition your intercession! Superimpose your electronic Presence over each one of us. Let the
clarity of the Mind of God descend! Open a highway of love to your heart, and be the Lord and
Savior of our inner child, inner adult and inner being! Cure any unresolved spiritual, mind, heart,
or desire imperfections in our four lower bodies. Heal us of all addictions, records of physical,
emotional, mental or psychological damage, abuse, trauma or pain in this or previous embodiments.
Clothe us with the Healing Power that is answered instantly! Establish righteousness once again
in our souls! Re-create us in the image and likeness of the Cosmic Christ Maitreya! Let the cycles of
immortal Life and our Divine Plans be fulfilled and our ascensions prevail!...
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IV
CHANTING THE NAME OF LORD KRISHNA

Leader:
We will now chant to Lord Krishna, who can solve all the problems in the life of the devotee; bestowing him with
soundness of mind, body, health, wealth and prosperity. As we give devotion, pour such love to Lord Krishna that he is
taking your love, multiplying it through his heart, passing it back through you and transmuting all.
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V
THE HEALING THOUGHTFORM

The Perfect Picture of the Divine Design
Decree 50.04A by Archangel Raphael
Leader:
As Archangel Raphael has told us: “One of the great requisites of healing, blessed ones, is for the individual who is to receive the
healing to make the necessary call for himself, which compels the answer from the octaves of Light. An intense action, then, does come
forth when an individual will faithfully make the call for his own healing. . . All of you have the power, if you will take it, and the
scepter of authority and dominion in your own world to say unto your own Mighty I AM Presence”……Together:
Beloved God Presence of me, take command of my four lower bodies and of my being and world. Create and
sustain in me a perfect picture of the Divine Design so wonderfully and fearfully created. See that this action of
thy divine eye-picture of my being is established in the forcefield of my whole being and maketh me Whole both
now and forever.
See that this mighty focus is expanded without limit, establishing forever the patterns of the Divine Design in the
temple immaculate which I AM. Conceive in me anew a clean heart and work in me the fullness of a right mind
in action which shall remove all distortions in my flesh form and mental body, bringing about and establishing
the wondrous purity of God as it descends, bearing the great power of the bells of Freedom which shall ring then
in my soul, saying:
I spell an end to the death knell of human creation which would give power to disease and the wrong use of
substance and Light's energy! And I call forth and I invoke and I AM the fullness of the infinite Immanuel—God
with me and within me, God established there, God in all his purity, God that is the Manchild that taketh
dominion here and now in my being and world and is the fullness of my immortal perfection, conferring upon me
the eternal vestments of God which shall be without end, in accordance with the jewel-like perfect design, the
holy symmetry of the ageless perfection of my being.
All this I AM! All this I ever shall be. And all this shall manifest in all and be all. For God alone is in his holy
temple, and all of the world and its discordant voices shall keep silent before the perfection of my being until the
dominion of God is given to the whole earth. The earth which I AM is the LORD'S, and the fullness thereof. The
earthen vessel which I AM shall now become the refined gold of the Holy Spirit. The radiant Power of that Spirit
shall stream forth from my heart's Light and kindle around me the aura of the Infinite One—until circling me now
is the angelic power of Light and the magnetization of Light and the magnification of Light and the extenuation of
Light and the attenuation of Light over the entire planetary body.
Leader:
See this power of the Cosmic Christ going forth now, healing yourself, family, community, nation and the entire earth as we command
the power of God to stop all wrong action……together:
In the name, Krishna and by the authority of my Holy Christ Self, I speak a direct command to my four lower
bodies and physical form to dissolve all wrong thought patterns and to stop all action that is not of the Christ!
Let me reestablish contact with the Immaculate Conception—the original Divine Design, the glorious, radiant,
pure archetypal perfection which abides within my Higher Mental Body and Mighty I AM Presence and see that
this mighty focus is expanded without limit, establishing forever the patterns of the Divine Design in the temple
immaculate which I AM.
We accept this done, as it is already done. Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!

***Decree 50.04A, Krishna’s Dispensation and Chakra/Healing Thoughtform Pictures are copyright © The Summit Lighthouse.
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